
Hunting spear HOURVARI Le Traqueur
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16366-Hunting-spear-HOURVARI-Le-Traqueur

SKU Designation French Law Blade length (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

LC0175 Hourvari spears D 25.5  147  1340  619.00 € incl. tax

A sturdy and powerful spear to serve game safely.
Driven spear made in France consisting of a dagger with leather sheath and a 120 cm shaft. Double lock of
the dagger on the handle.

Single edged dagger with 6mm blade back and fuller
Large and sturdy brass hilt
Weight of the dagger alone: 440 g
One-piece aluminum shaft 120 cm, diam 32mm, weight 900g.
Leather sheath for the dagger with locking strap and belt carrying system.

Two locking systems of the dagger on the handle by quarter turn on two screws and notch preventing any
unwanted rotation of the knife.

Reliable and safe operation preventing any untimely release of the blade in the game.

Single-edged dagger with 6 mm blade back and fuller
Large and sturdy brass hilt
Blade length: 25.5 cm
Dagger length: 37.5 cm
Dagger weight: 440 g

 

One-piece aluminum handle
Tube length: 120cm
Tube diameter: 32mm
Tube weight: 900g

 

Leather sheath for the dagger with locking strap and belt carrying system

 

A spear 100% Made in France

A quality hunting dagger with an excellent edge.

The tapered profile of the blade with its long point, makes it particularly efficient for thrusting blows.

The quality of its cutting edge makes it a suitable dagger for the size.

The thickness of the steels and alloys used for the tube provides great rigidity to the spear which will not
bend under the weight of the force exerted.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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